Now Hiring: Residue and Waste Technician

The Company:
Silvicon Services Inc. is a well-established and successful forest management consulting firm. Our experienced forest management team has provided high quality, professional and technical woodlands services to forest licensees, government agencies and individuals in British Columbia and Alberta since 1980. We offer a competitive wage, quality training and mentorship, and a supportive work environment.

The Location:
Welcome to beautiful Smithers, BC. Enjoy the high quality of life the north has to offer in a vibrant mountain community of five thousand people. Explore world-class fly fishing, hunting, mountain biking, skiing, hiking and paddling right outside your doorstep in the scenic Bulkley Valley. Delight in the abundance of local produce, meats, baking, and fresh roasted coffee at the Farmer’s Market, restaurants and shops downtown. Engage in your new community through various festivals, art gallery showings, live music performances, hobby clubs and recreational sports teams.

The Position:
The Residue and Waste Technicians work closely with our licensed Log Scaler and Residue and Waste Survey Program Manager to complete field survey assessments on post logging waste levels as per established Provincial protocols. Candidates will be trained on the job to conduct these assessments and will be exposed to various geographical areas of Northwest BC. These are full time, seasonal fieldwork positions and will provide successful applicants with some workload variety as some office time is required to complete surveys.

Our ideal candidate:
- Is independently motivated but also thrives in a fast-paced teamwork environment;
- Is a fast learner that responds well to constructive feedback;
- Has an aptitude for and interest in math, estimation and critical thinking;
- Has a flexible schedule, is willing to work in remote camps for up to ten days at a time, and is adaptable to a variety of work environments and situations;
- Is physically fit and enjoys being in the outdoors for long days, rain or shine and;
- Has a positive attitude and a good sense of humour.

Qualifications:
- Forestry Technician Diploma and/or forestry field experience is an asset but not required
- Registered or eligible for registration as a Log Scaler or RFT a strong asset
- Valid Class 5 Driver’s License and safe driving record
- Legally eligible to work in Canada

If you believe you possess the skills and qualifications we are seeking, please send a resume to:

hiring@silvicon.com

As only short list candidates will be contacted, we thank you in advance for your interest.